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Abstract
Bayesian Updating with Structural reliability methods (BUS) reinterprets the Bayesian
updating problem as a structural reliability problem; i.e. a rare event estimation. The
BUS approach can be considered an extension of rejection sampling, where a standard
uniform random variable is added to the space of random variables. Each generated
sample from this extended random variable space is accepted if the realization of the
uniform random variable is smaller than the likelihood function scaled by a constant
c. The constant c has to be selected such that 1/c is not smaller than the maximum
of the likelihood function, which, however, is typically unknown a-priori. A c cho-
sen too small will have negative impact on the efficiency of the BUS approach when
combined with sampling-based reliability methods. For the combination of BUS with
Subset Simulation, we propose an approach, termed aBUS, for adaptive BUS, that does
not require c as input. The proposed algorithm requires only minimal modifications of
standard BUS with Subset Simulation. We discuss why aBUS produces samples that
follow the posterior distribution – even if 1/c is selected smaller than the maximum of
the likelihood function. The performance of aBUS in terms of the computed evidence
required for Bayesian model class selection and in terms of the produced posterior sam-
ples is assessed numerically for different example problems. The combination of BUS
with Subset Simulation (and aBUS in particular) is well suited for problems with many
uncertain parameters and for Bayesian updating of models where it is computationally
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demanding to evaluate the likelihood function.
Keywords: Bayesian updating, Bayesian model class selection, Subset Simulation,
structural reliability, MCMC, BUS
1. Introduction1
Bayesian inference provides a consistent framework to reduce uncertainties in ex-
isting models with new information. Uncertainty is represented by a probability dis-
tribution over the model parameters θ ∈ Θ ⊆ RM . The information about θ already
acquired in the past is described by the prior distribution p(θ), which represents one’s
initial belief on the parameters θ. Information/data d that becomes available in form
of measurements or observations is embedded in the Bayesian analysis through the
likelihood function L(θ|d) = p(d|θ), which comes from substituting d into a stochas-
tic model that predicts what the data should be for given θ. The learning process in
Bayesian inference is formalized through Bayes’ theorem as:
p(θ|d) = cE−1 · L(θ|d) · p(θ) (1)
where p(θ|d) is the posterior distribution that represents the posterior state of knowl-2
edge about the uncertain parameter vector θ, and cE is a normalizing scalar.3
Except for some special cases, the posterior distribution cannot be derived analyt-4
ically, and posterior samples are usually generated numerically. Markov chain Monte5
Carlo (MCMC) methods constitute a popular class of methods to sample from the pos-6
terior distribution [1, 2]. One problem of MCMC methods is that after an initial burn-in7
phase, the samples may not yet have reached the stationary distribution of the Markov8
chain [3]. That is, finding an appropriate burn-in period in MCMC is often a non-trivial9
problem. Another issue is that standard MCMC algorithms usually cannot be applied10
efficiently for problems with many uncertain parameters. Some specialized MCMC11
algorithms [4, 5, 6, 7] can cope with high dimensional problems, however, they require12
additional evaluations of the likelihood function or its gradient for each generated sam-13
ple.14
2
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The constant cE in Eq. (1) is a measure for the plausibility of the assumed model
class [8]:
cE =
∫
Θ
L(θ|d) · p(θ) dθ (2)
cE is referred to as the evidence [9]; alternatively it is also known as marginal likeli-1
hood or integrated likelihood. The evidence cE is required for Bayesian model class2
selection and model averaging [9, 10, 11]. It is typically challenging to compute the3
evidence cE because of the multi-dimensional integral in Eq. (2). If the system is glob-4
ally identifiable [12, 13], asymptotic approximations [9, 14] can be applied. Otherwise,5
the evidence is usually estimated numerically. A review of techniques to compute cE is6
given in Cheung and Beck [15]. Methods to generate posterior samples are not neces-7
sarily suitable to estimate the evidence, and vice versa.8
A recently introduced framework for Bayesian updating, called BUS [16], converts9
the evaluation of posterior densities into an equivalent reliability problem. In structural10
reliability, probabilities of rare events are estimated [17, 18, 19]. By interpreting the11
Bayesian updating problem as a rare event estimation, existing structural reliability12
methods can be used to perform the Bayesian analysis. Moreover, an estimate for the13
evidence cE is obtained as a by-product of BUS. The Subset Simulation (SuS) algorithm14
[20] is a structural reliability method that is well suited for BUS: (i) SuS can efficiently15
handle problems with many uncertain parameters; (ii) SuS can efficiently estimate very16
small probabilities that may arise within BUS. The use of SuS in BUS is referred to as17
BUS-SuS in the following.18
A limitation of the original BUS is that prior to the analysis a constant c has to be19
selected [21]: On the one hand, c−1 should not be smaller than the maximum value20
that the likelihood function can take: c−1 ≥ Lmax. On the other hand, selecting c−121
conservatively large decreases the efficiency of the method. Therefore, an appropriate22
choice of c is crucial. However, in many cases the maximum of the likelihood function23
is not known in advance. In some cases, probabilistic information on the optimal value24
of c can be derived as a function of the data size [16]. For the use of SuS within25
BUS, two strategies that avoid selecting c have been proposed recently. In [22] an26
adaptive strategy to learn the maximum of the likelihood function during the simulation27
3
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is suggested. In [21] the equivalent structural reliability problem is redefined such1
that the stopping criterion of SuS depends on c−1, but not the underlying limit-state2
function. In [23, 24] an alternative strategy to BUS is presented, based on the concept3
of Approximate Bayesian Computation that also allows the use of SuS for Bayesian4
updating; it avoids the issue of selecting any constant like c but at the expense of5
getting only approximate posterior samples. The BUS approach is combined in [25]6
with an adaptive neural network surrogate model.7
This contribution focuses on the application of SuS within BUS. We pick up and8
extend the idea originally proposed in [22], of learning the constant c−1 on the fly. The9
proposed algorithm is termed aBUS (as a substitute for adaptive BUS) and requires10
only minimal modifications of standard BUS with SuS. We also discuss why aBUS11
produces samples that follow the posterior distribution – even if c−1 is selected smaller12
than the maximum of the likelihood function.13
The structure of the paper is as follows: In Section 2, we formally introduce the14
BUS approach. In Section 3, the combination of BUS and SuS is explained in-depth.15
The proposed algorithm aBUS that adaptively learns the value of c−1 is introduced16
in Section 4. In Section 5, illustrative applications are presented to demonstrate the17
efficiency of the proposed method numerically using different examples. Section 618
briefly summarizes the obtained findings.19
2. Bayesian updating with structural reliability methods20
2.1. The idea behind BUS21
Straub and Papaioannou show in [16] that a Bayesian updating problem can be in-
terpreted as a structural reliability problem. The principal idea behind BUS (Bayesian
Updating with Structural reliability methods) is to add an additional uniformly dis-
tributed random variable pi ∈ Π = [0, 1] to the space of random variables spanned by
Θ. The updating problem is then expressed as a structural reliability problem in the
augmented random variable space Θ × Π. The ”failure” domain Ω of this reliability
problem is defined as:
Ω = {pi ≤ c · L(θ|d)} (3)
4
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likelihood L(θ|d)
uniform random variable pi/c
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Figure 1: Illustration of the principle of BUS combined with rejection sampling. The highlighted region is
the domain Ω defined in Eq. (3). The limit-state function g(θ, pi) introduced in Eq. (4) is smaller or equal
than zero within Ω (it is zero at the boundary of Ω), and larger than zero outside of Ω. Samples ”below” the
likelihood (i.e., the samples contained in Ω) are independent samples from the posterior distribution. In this
example, 43 out of 104 samples are accepted.
where c is a positive constant chosen such that c·L(θ|d) ≤ 1 is maintained for all θ. The
domain Ω is illustrated in Fig. 1. Note that Ω denotes both the failure domain and the
corresponding event. The link between the domain Ω and the actual Bayesian updating
problem is: Samples from the prior distribution of θ that are in Ω follow the posterior
distribution [16]. In reliability analysis, the limit-state function is defined such that:
g(θ, pi) ≤ 0 if [θ, pi] ∈ Ω; and g(θ, pi) > 0 if [θ, pi] is outside of Ω (see Fig. 1). The
limit-state function g(θ, pi) that describes the ”failure” domain Ω defined in Eq. (3) can
be expressed as:
g(θ, pi) = pi − c · L(θ|d) (4)
Optimally, the constant c−1 should be chosen as the maximum of the likelihood1
function, denoted Lmax [16]. However, Lmax is not always known in advance. In such2
cases, it is difficult to select c appropriately. An efficient strategy based on BUS-SuS3
that renders a prior selection of c unnecessary is developed in Section 3.4
The major appeal of BUS is that any structural reliability method can be used to5
tackle the associated Bayesian inference problem. The most straight-forward (and sim-6
5
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plest) application of BUS is rejection sampling – which corresponds to crude Monte1
Carlo simulation in the context of structural reliability. The principle of BUS with re-2
jection sampling is illustrated in Fig. 1. The combination of BUS with SuS (see for3
example [16, 21, 22, 26, 27]) is of particular interest, because it is efficient for very4
small failure probabilities and its performance does not depend on the dimension M5
of the vector of uncertain model parameters θ. In Section 3, the combination of BUS6
and SuS (BUS-SuS) is explained and modifications to learn the constant c on the fly are7
proposed.8
2.2. Estimating the evidence in BUS9
An estimate for the evidence cE is obtained as a by-product of BUS. Let pΩ be the
probability that samples [θ, pi] from the prior distribution fall into Ω, i.e.:
pΩ = Pr [Ω] = Pr
[
g(θ, pi) ≤ 0] (5)
pΩ is the target quantity of interest in a reliability analysis and referred to as the prob-
ability of failure. In BUS, pΩ is directly linked to the evidence cE through c−1 [16]:
cE = c−1 · pΩ (6)
Note that some reliability methods allow evaluating uncertainty bounds for the es-10
timate of pΩ. In this case, the statistical uncertainty in the estimated evidence cE can11
be quantified directly, as the evidence is directly proportional to pΩ.12
2.3. Outline of a simple proof of BUS13
A simple proof that demonstrates the validity of BUS is as follows [16]. The quan-
tity c · L(θ|d) can be expressed as:
c · L(θ|d) =
∫
0≤pi≤c·L(θ|d)
dpi (7)
Consequently, L(θ|d) · p(θ) can be expressed as:
L(θ|d) · p(θ) = c−1
∫
0≤pi≤c·L(θ|d)
p(θ) dpi (8)
By inserting Eq. (8) into Eq. (2) one can easily prove the validity of Eq. (6), and by14
inserting Eq. (8) into Eq. (1), one can observe that sampling from the posterior has15
been converted to sampling from the failure domain of a reliability problem.16
6
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2.4. BUS in standard Normal space1
For some reliability methods it is convenient to transform the reliability problem2
to the so-called underlying standard Normal space. Let u∗ be a M-dimensional vec-3
tor whose M components are independent standard Normal random variables. With-4
out loss of generality, we assume that there exists a transformation T∗(·) such that5
θ = T∗ (u∗). For example, if the joint prior distribution of p(θ) is known, the mapping6
can be defined in terms of the Rosenblatt transformation [28]. If the probabilistic de-7
scription of θ is only available in terms of marginal distributions and correlations, the8
joint distribution is usually modeled by a Gaussian copula (also known as the Nataf9
distribution) and the mapping can be achieved through a marginal transformation [29].10
Let u be a (M + 1)-dimensional vector that extends u∗ by one dimension. For
the last component of u, denoted uM+1, one can write: pi = Φ (uM+1), where Φ(·) is
the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the standard Normal distribution; i.e.
uM+1 also follows a standard Normal distribution. Thus, the limit-state function g(θ, pi)
defined in Eq. (4) can be expressed equivalently as
g(θ, pi) = G(u) = Φ (uM+1) − c · L (T∗(u∗)|d) (9)
with u = [T∗−1(θ),Φ−1(pi)]. Note that the prior distribution of u is p(u) =
∏M+1
i=1 ϕ(ui),11
where ϕ(·) is the probability density function of the standard Normal distribution.12
2.5. BUS with rejection sampling13
The most trivial application of BUS results in the rejection sampling algorithm [16,14
30] (see Algorithm (1) below). This algorithm repeatedly proposes a sample [θ˜, p˜i] from15
the prior distribution and accepts the sample if it is located in the ”failure” domain; i.e.,16
if [θ˜, p˜i] ∈ Ω. The accepted sample θ˜ is a sample from the posterior distribution. The17
algorithm is repeated until K posterior samples are generated. The posterior samples18
resulting from the rejection sampling algorithm are statistically independent.19
20
Algorithm (1): rejection sampling21
As input the algorithm requires:22
7
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– K, the total number of samples to draw from the posterior distribution.1
– c, selected such that c−1 ≥ Lmax.2
The algorithm evaluates the evidence cE and returns K uniformly weighted and statis-3
tically independent posterior samples θ(k) with k = 1, . . . ,K.4
1. Initialize counters k = 1 and n = 0.5
2. while (k ≤ K) do:6
(a) Propose sample [θ˜, p˜i]:7
i. Draw θ˜ from the prior distribution p(θ).8
ii. Draw p˜i from the uniform distribution that has support [0, 1].9
(b) if
(
g(θ˜, p˜i) ≤ 0
)
then:10
i. Increase the counter k = k + 1.11
ii. Accept the proposed sample θ˜ as a posterior sample, i.e.:12
set θ(k) = θ˜.13
(c) Increase the counter n = n + 1.14
3. Estimate pΩ as
pΩ ≈ pˆΩ = K − 1n − 1 (10)
4. Evaluate the evidence cE = pΩ · c−115
16
On average, the algorithm requires K/pΩ samples from the prior distribution to17
generate K samples from the posterior distribution. The principle of the rejection sam-18
pling algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 1. Note that Algorithm (1) is similar to a Monte19
Carlo simulation for solving the structural reliability problem.20
3. BUS with Subset Simulation21
3.1. Formulation of the limit-state function22
The standard limit-state function of the BUS problem is given in Eq. (4) and Eq. (9)23
for the original parameter space Θ × Π and the standard Normal space U ∈ RM+1,24
respectively. However, the particular format of the limit-state function of the BUS25
8
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problem is not uniquely defined. Any limit-state function that has the same probability1
of failure pΩ and thus the same limit-state surface (the surface where the limit-state2
function equals zero) as g(θ, pi) for a given c is a valid limit-state function for the BUS3
problem.4
For rejection sampling, the performance of the method does not depend on the par-5
ticular choice of the limit-state function, because the method checks only if a sample6
is inside or outside of the failure domain. However, for BUS with SuS, the formu-7
lation of the limit-state function has an impact. This is related to the fact that SuS8
introduces intermediate failure events. These intermediate failure events are defined as9
g(θ, pi) ≤ hi, where hi is a positive constant (see Section 3.2). The particular shapes10
of the intermediate failure levels depend on the selected limit-state function. Loosely11
speaking, a smooth transition of the intermediate failure levels has a positive influence12
on the performance of SuS.13
From a numerical point of view, the limit-state function defined in Eq. (4) and
Eq. (9) is not optimal, because samples with small values of pi are preferred over sam-
ples with large values of pi in the initial levels of SuS (especially if prior realizations of
the likelihood are small compared to c−1). An alternative representation of the limit-
state function that has a more appropriate shape is:
gl(θ, pi) = ln (pi) − ln (c · L (θ|d)) (11)
where ln(·) denotes the natural logarithm. The limit-state function in Eq. (11) was pro-
posed in [21]. gl(θ, pi) is obtained by applying the natural logarithm to each of the terms
in Eq. (4). By comparing Eq. (11) with Eq. (4) it is obvious that both functions have
the same failure domain. For enhanced numerical stability, it is usually of advantage to
work with the log-transform of the likelihood, ln L(θ|d), instead of using the likelihood
directly. Eq. (11) can then be expressed as:
gl(θ, pi) = ln (pi) + ` − ln L (θ|d) (12)
where ` = ln(c−1). Based on Eq. (11), the intermediate failure domains can be stated14
as:15
9
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Zi =
{
θ ∈ RM ∣∣∣ ln (pi) − ln (c · L (θ|d)) ≤ hi}
=
{
θ ∈ RM ∣∣∣ ln (pi) ≤ ln (c · L (θ|d)) + hi}
=
{
θ ∈ RM ∣∣∣pi ≤ c · L (θ|d) · exp (hi)} (13)
The transition of the intermediate failure levels is illustrated in Fig. 2 for the limit-
state functions g(θ, pi) and gl(θ, pi). Limit-state function gl(θ, pi) clearly is more ap-
propriate than g(θ, pi), because the intermediate failure domains obtained with gl(θ, pi)
converge smoothly to the final failure domain Ω. Another viable representation of the
limit-state function that ensures a smooth transition of the intermediate failure domains
is [16]:
gn(θ, pi) = Φ−1 (pi) − Φ−1 (c · L (θ|d)) (14)
where Φ−1(·) is the inverse of the CDF of the standard Normal distribution. In this1
contribution, we exclusively use limit-state function gl(θ, pi) as defined in Eq. (12),2
because it has particular advantages if the scaling parameter of BUS-SuS is learned3
adaptively (see Section 4).4
3.2. Standard Subset Simulation and BUS5
SuS was proposed by Au and Beck in [20] and is an adaptive Monte Carlo method6
that is efficient for estimating small probabilities in high dimensional problems. SuS7
expresses the domain Ω as the intersection of m intermediate nested domains Zi, where8
Z0 ⊃ Z1 ⊃ . . . ⊃ Zm = Ω. The domains Zi are defined as the sets {gl(θ, pi) ≤ hi},9
where hi are threshold levels defined as h0 = ∞ > h1 > . . . > hm = 0. Note that10
the intermediate failure domains Zi are defined according to Eq. (13). We use Zi inter-11
changeably for domain and event. Samples conditional on Zi are denoted [θ(i,k), pi(i,k)],12
for k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}.13
By expressing Ω as the intersection of m intermediate nested domains, the small14
probability of failure pΩ is equivalently expressed as the product pΩ =
∏m
i=1 pi of15
larger conditional probabilities pi = Pr
(
[θ(i−1,k), pi(i−1,k)] ∈ Zi). These larger conditional16
probabilities pi can be estimated with Monte Carlo based techniques more efficiently17
10
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likelihood L(θ|d)
uniform random variable pi/c
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1st intermediate failure domain
2nd intermediate
failure domain
(a) BUS-limit-state function g(θ, pi) = pi − L(θ|d)/c−1 defined in Eq. (4)
prior p(θ)
likelihood L(θ|d)
uniform random variable pi/c
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1st intermediate failure domain
2nd intermediate
failure domain
(b) BUS-limit-state function gl(θ, pi) = ln (pi) + ` − ln L (θ|d) defined in Eq. (12).
Figure 2: The shape of the intermediate failure domains is shown in (a) and (b) if the BUS-limit-state
function is defined according to Eq. (4) and Eq. (12), respectively. The intermediate failure domains in (a)
do not exhibit a smooth transition to the final failure domain Ω. Therefore, this particular formulation of
the limit-state function should not be used in combination with BUS-SuS. Instead, we recommend to use
limit-state function Eq. (12) depicted in (b). The intermediate failure domains obtained with this limit-state
function exhibit a smooth transition to the final failure domain Ω.
The above plots were generated assuming a standard Normal prior and a Normal likelihood with mean 3
and 10% coefficient of variation. The intermediate failure domains are selected such that the conditional
probability in SuS is 10%. Note that the convergence of the proposed aBUS algorithm is equivalent to the
one of BUS-SuS. Both methods differ only in the shape of the final failure domain if c−1 < Lmax. Observing
a c−1 not close to Lmax for this simple example and a reasonable sample size is, however, unlikely.
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than the direct estimation of pΩ. The threshold levels hi are typically selected such that1
the corresponding conditional probability pi becomes pt (usually chosen as pt = 10%)2
on average [20, 31]. The basic SuS algorithm is:3
4
Algorithm (2): Subset Simulation for BUS5
As input the algorithm requires:6
– K, the total number of samples to draw from the posterior distribution.7
– pt, the probability of the intermediate subsets. pt needs to be selected such that8
pt · K is an integer number.9
– c, selected such that c−1 ≥ Lmax.10
The algorithm evaluates the evidence cE and returns K uniformly weighted but depen-11
dent posterior samples θ(k) with k = 1, . . . ,K.12
1. Draw K samples [θ(0,k), pi(0,k)], with k = 1, . . . ,K, from the prior distribution.13
2. Initialize i = 0 and h0 = ∞.14
3. while (hi > 0) do:15
(a) Increase counter i by one: i = i + 1.16
(b) Select the threshold level hi:17
i. Sort the K samples
{
[θ(i−1,k), pi(i−1,k)]
}K
k=1 with respect to the value of18
gl(θ(i−1,k), pi(i−1,k)) in ascending order.19
ii. Set hi =
gl(θ(i−1,pt ·K))+gl(θ(i−1,pt ·K+1))
2 ; i.e., set hi as the pt-percentile of the20
ordered set.21
iii. Select n as the number of samples in
{
[θ(i−1,k), pi(i−1,k)]
}K
k=1 with gl(θ(i−1,k), pi(i−1,k)) ≤22
max(hi, 0).23
iv. if (hi < 0) then: Set hi = 0, and pi = nK .24
else: Set pi = pt.25
(c) Generate samples conditional on domain Zi:26
i. Randomize the ordering of the samples in the set
{
[θ(i−1,k), pi(i−1,k)]
}n
k=1.27
12
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prior p(θ)
likelihood L(θ|d)
uniform random variable pi/c
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Figure 3: Illustration of the principle of the BUS-SuS algorithm – Algorithm (2). The intermediate failure
domains obtained with limit-state function gl(θ, pi) defined in Eq. (12) are highlighted. The innermost region
is the domain Ω defined in Eq. (3); samples within this region follow the posterior distribution. The black
samples are the initial samples from the prior distribution (K = 500 samples were used per Subset level).
The large black dots indicate the 10% · K samples that are located in the first intermediate failure domain
Z1. These samples are used as seed values to generate samples in Z1 by means of MCMC. The generated
samples in Z1 are highlighted in red. Note that only the black samples are independent; the red samples are
dependent, because they are obtained by means of MCMC. The large red dots indicate the 10% · K samples
that are located in the second intermediate failure domain Z2. The number of Subset levels in this example
is m = 3.
ii. Generate the samples [θ(i,k), pi(i,k)] by means of n Markov chains. The1
n samples
{
[θ(i−1,k), pi(i−1,k)]
}n
k=1 are already within Zi and are used as2
seeds for the n Markov chains. The length of each Markov chain is3
K/n. Thus, the total number of MCMC samples generated in one level4
is K − n.5
4. Set m = i6
5. Estimate pΩ =
∏m
i=1 pi7
6. Evaluate the evidence cE = pΩ · c−18
9
Note that we generate samples by means of MCMC in Step 3c(ii) of Algorithm (2)10
in the underlying standard Normal space (the procedure is explained in Section 3.3).11
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Thus, the standard Normal transform u of each generated sample [θ, pi] is ideally stored1
as well. For the sake of convenience, this is not explicitly explained in Algorithm (2).2
The principle behind Algorithm (2) is exemplified in Fig. 3. Note that Step 3c(i) in3
Algorithm (2) is not a standard step in SuS. This step is introduced to tune the spread4
of the MCMC proposal distribution during the MCMC sampling – which becomes rel-5
evant in Algorithm (4) later. Without this step, Algorithm (4) would possibly introduce6
a bias.7
In Algorithm (2), the employed number of samples per level is equivalent to the8
number K of samples in the final level of SuS. In general, the number of samples in9
the final level of BUS-SuS can be chosen larger than the number of samples in the10
intermediate levels, but we do not consider this option here.11
3.3. MCMC within BUS-SuS12
In Step 3c(ii) of Algorithm (2), MCMC sampling is applied to generate samples13
in domain Zi. The n samples that are already located in Zi are used as seed values to14
start n Markov chains. As the seeds of the Markov chains are already samples from the15
target distribution of the chains, the chains do not require a burn-in, compare [20, 31];16
i.e., the chains produce samples from the target distribution right from the beginning.17
This property is referred to as perfect sampling in the context of MCMC.18
The special format of the reliability problem allows the application of tailored19
MCMC algorithms in SuS [32]. In particular, the performance of the MCMC algo-20
rithms used in SuS does not depend on the dimensionality of the problem. A component-21
wise variant of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm proposed in [20] is often used in22
combination with SuS. Another algorithm called conditional sampling in U-space that23
stands out due to its simplicity was proposed in [32]. The latter is applied in this con-24
tribution and presented in Algorithm (3).25
26
Algorithm (3): MCMC algorithm for SuS [32]27
This algorithm works in the underlying standard Normal space (recall Section 2.4).28
Let u( j) be the jth state of a Markov chain; remember that pi( j) = Φ
(
(u( j))M+1
)
and29
14
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θ( j) = T∗
(
(u( j))1:M
)
. As input this algorithm requires:1
– u( j), the current state of the Markov chain (that is, a sample from the standard2
Normal distribution conditional on Zi).3
– i, the current level of SuS (see Algorithm (2)).4
– sq ∈ [0, 1], is a parameter that controls the spread of the proposal distribution. If5
sq = 0 the spread is zero and the algorithm returns the old sample. If sq = 1, the6
spread is maximal and the algorithm returns a sample that does not depend on7
u( j).8
The algorithm returns the next state of the Markov chain u( j+1) and [θ( j+1), pi( j+1)] in9
standard Normal space and original parameter space, respectively.10
1. Propose next sample [θ˜, p˜i] based on current u( j):11
(a) Get the candidate sample u˜ in standard Normal space for each k = 1, . . . ,M+12
1 do:13
i. Draw u˜k as a sample from a Normal distribution that has mean
√
1 − s2q·14
(u( j))k and standard deviation sq.15
(b) Set θ˜ = T∗ (u˜1:M) and p˜i = Φ (u˜M+1).16
2. Evaluate gl(θ˜, p˜i) and check if the proposed sample [θ˜, p˜i] is in Zi; i.e., if gl(θ˜, p˜i) ≤17
hi.18
3. if
(
[θ˜, p˜i] ∈ Zi
)
then accept the sample:19
(a) Set [θ( j+1), pi( j+1)] = [θ˜, p˜i].20
(b) Set u( j+1) = u˜.21
else reject the sample:22
(c) Set [θ( j+1), pi( j+1)] = [θ( j), pi( j)].23
(d) Set u( j+1) = u( j).24
25
A proper selection of the parameter sq that controls the spread of the MCMC pro-26
posal distribution is crucial. On the one hand, if sq is selected too large, few proposed27
samples are accepted and the dependence of the samples in the chain is large. On the28
15
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other hand, if sq is too small, many proposed samples are accepted, the proposed sam-1
ples are in the vicinity of the previous sample and thus the dependence of the samples2
in the chain is also large. An adaptive strategy to optimize the spread of the MCMC3
proposal during the simulation is discussed in Section 3.4.4
In Algorithm (3), the same sq is used for each of the M + 1 components. In general,5
the performance of Algorithm (3) can be improved by using different values for the in-6
dividual components. However, this requires advanced information about the shape of7
the likelihood function – which is usually not available beforehand. Note that second-8
order statistics of the seeds of the Markov chains can be used to select individual values9
of sq for the different components of the parameter vector [32].10
3.4. Optimizing the spread of the MCMC proposal on the fly11
An optimal value of sq minimizes the dependency of the samples in the chain.12
However, the dependency of the samples is hard to assess and optimize during a sim-13
ulation. Instead of directly assessing the dependency, the expected acceptance rate α14
of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm can be monitored [32, 33]. This quantity can be15
easily estimated by dividing the number of samples accepted in Step 3 of Algorithm (3)16
by the total number of MCMC samples generated. The expected acceptance rate can be17
altered by modifying the spread of the proposal distribution. Decreasing the parameter18
sq of Algorithm (3) decreases the spread and increases the average acceptance rate α,19
and vice versa.20
There is an implicit connection between the dependency of the samples in the chain21
and the expected acceptance rate α of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [32, 33]. For22
a given problem, a value of α can be found that minimizes the dependency of the23
generated samples. For MCMC sampling in SuS, Papaioannou et al. [32] suggested to24
use a target acceptance rate αopt of 0.44, which leads to near-optimal results for a range25
of representative examples.26
The average acceptance rate of Algorithm (3) can be easily adapted to αopt by the27
following strategy[32]:28
29
Algorithm (4): Tune the spread of the MCMC proposal on the fly30
16
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The algorithm is executed after each completed Markov chain in SuS; i.e., before a1
new Markov chain with a new seed is started. As input this algorithm requires:2
– αopt, the target acceptance rate.3
– sq, the current spread of the proposal distribution.4
– Nα, the number of MCMC samples after which the spread sq is modified; e.g.,5
Nα = 90. The parameter nα keeps track of how many MCMC samples were6
generated since the last time the spread sq was modified. Initially, nα is set to7
zero.8
– For the first level of SuS, an initial value for parameter sq is picked; e.g., 0.8.9
– Before each subset level, the parameter Nadpt is set to one and nα is set to zero.10
The algorithm modifies the spread sq of the proposal distribution.11
1. Append the number of MCMC samples generated in the last Markov chain to nα.12
2. If (nα ≥ Nα) then:13
(a) Estimate the average acceptance rate α of the past nα samples.14
(b) Compute coefficient cq =
α−αopt√
Nadpt
.15
(c) Modify spread sq as: sq = exp(cq) · sq.16
(d) Increase Nadpt by one: Nadpt = Nadpt + 117
(e) Set nα = 0.18
19
The parameter Nadpt ensures that the coefficient cq asymptotically approaches zero at20
a certain level of SuS. It is crucial that the ordering of the seeds of the Markov chain21
is randomized before the MCMC sampling is started (Step 3(c)i in Algorithm (2)) –22
otherwise the result of SuS is possibly biased.23
4. aBUS – adaptive BUS-SuS24
4.1. Introduction25
Contrary to the standard algorithm presented in Section 3.2, we propose an algo-26
rithm that does not require the constant c as input. It is based on the BUS variant27
17
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originally proposed in [22] that adaptively learns the constant c. We extend the idea1
from [22] to improve the efficiency of the method. Due to the particular formulation2
of the limit-state function of the BUS problem given in Eq. (12), the method can be3
considerably simplified with respect to the approach presented in [22], as it requires4
only minimal modifications of the original BUS-SuS algorithm. The proposed method5
is termed aBUS, because c is selected in an adaptive manner.6
For the limit-state function introduced in Eq. (11), the ith intermediate failure do-
main Zi can be expressed as the set of all θ and pi for which the following inequality
holds (see Eq. (13)):
pi ≤ c · L(θ|d) · exp(hi) (15)
The particular advantage of this limit-state formulation is as follows. The inequality in
Eq. (15) can be equivalently stated as:
pi ≤ c · L(θ|d) · exp(hi + δ)
exp(δ)
(16)
where δ ∈ R can be an arbitrary scalar value. From Eq. (16) it follows that the interme-
diate failure domain Zi associated with scaling constant c and threshold level hi can be
equivalently expressed by scaling constant c∗ and threshold level h∗ if h∗ is chosen as:
h∗ = hi + ln
( c
c∗
)
= hi − ` + `∗ (17)
where ` = − ln(c) and `∗ = − ln(c∗). Consequently, if one adjusts the current threshold
value of SuS from hi to h∗ after changing the value of either c or ` to c∗ or `∗, the
change does not affect the distribution of the current samples (i.e., the samples that are
in domain Zi), since Eq. (15) can be equivalently expressed as:
pi ≤ c∗ · L(θ|d) · exp(h∗) (18)
4.2. Proposed modifications to the basic BUS-SuS algorithm7
The first step of the adaptive algorithm is the same as the one of standard BUS-SuS;8
it consists in drawing K samples from the prior distribution. The likelihood of each9
sample is evaluated and stored. However, before the value of the first threshold level hi10
can be selected, a value has to be assigned to the BUS scaling constant c: The constant11
18
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c−1 is set equal to the value of the largest likelihood within the generated set of samples.1
Thereafter, each iteration is performed in accordance with BUS-SuS. That is, the value2
of each intermediate threshold is selected based on the limit-state function realizations,3
and then MCMC sampling is performed to generate samples conditional on the current4
intermediate failure domain. At the end of a subset level, it is checked whether a5
likelihood larger than the current value of c−1 was calculated. If so, the current value6
of c−1 is adapted such that it matches the largest likelihood observed and the value of7
hi is modified according to Eq. (17). Note that c−1, and thus the threshold hi, can only8
increase. The iteration over the subset levels is performed until the current threshold9
value hi is zero at the end of a subset level. The resulting intermediate failure domains10
are clearly nested – which is a prerequisite for the application of SuS. The evidence is11
estimated based on the last value of c at the end of SuS according to Eq. (6); i.e. with12
c−1 equal to the value of the largest likelihood observed during the simulation.13
The general structure of the proposed algorithm is given in the following – changes14
compared to Algorithm (2) are highlighted in blue.15
16
Algorithm (5): aBUS – adaptive BUS-SuS17
As input the algorithm requires:18
– K, the total number of samples to draw from the posterior distribution.19
– pt, the probability of the intermediate subsets. pt needs to be selected such that20
pt · K is an integer number.21
The algorithm evaluates the evidence cE and returns K unweighted but dependent pos-22
terior samples θ(k) with k = 1, . . . ,K.23
1. Draw K samples [θ(0,k), pi(0,k)], with k = 1, . . . ,K, from the prior distribution.24
2. Initialize i = 0 and h0 = ∞.25
3. Set ` = max
({
ln L
(
θ(0,k)
∣∣∣d)}K
k=1
)
, where ` is defined as in Eq. (12).26
4. while (hi > 0) do:27
(a) Increase counter i by one: i = i + 1.28
(b) Select the threshold level hi:29
19
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i. Sort the K samples
{
[θ(i−1,k), pi(i−1,k)]
}K
k=1 with respect to the value of1
gl(θ(i−1,k), pi(i−1,k)) in ascending order.2
Note that gl(·, ·) as defined in Eq. (12) is used.3
ii. Set hi =
gl(θ(i−1,pt ·K))+gl(θ(i−1,pt ·K+1))
2 ; i.e., set hi as the pt-percentile of the4
ordered set.5
iii. Select n as the number of samples in
{
[θ(i−1,k), pi(i−1,k)]
}K
k=1 with gl(θ(i−1,k), pi(i−1,k)) ≤6
max(hi, 0).7
iv. if (hi < 0) then: Set hi = 0, and pi = nK .8
else: Set pi = pt.9
(c) Generate samples conditional on domain Zi:10
i. Randomize the ordering of the samples in the set
{
[θ(i−1,k), pi(i−1,k)]
}n
k=1;11
i.e., thereafter, the n samples are no longer ordered.12
ii. Generate the samples [θ(i,k), pi(i,k)] by means of n Markov chains (e.g.,13
using Algorithm (3) and Algorithm (4)). The n samples
{
[θ(i−1,k), pi(i−1,k)]
}n
k=114
are already within Zi and are used as seeds for the n Markov chains.15
The length of each Markov chain is K/n. Thus, the total number of16
MCMC samples generated in one level is K − n.17
(d) Update the value of the scaling constant:18
i. Set `new = max
(
`,
{
ln L
(
θ(i,k)
∣∣∣d)}K
k=1
)
.19
ii. Modify hi = hi − ` + `new.20
iii. Set ` = `new.21
(e) Decrease dependence of the K samples:22
For (k = 1, . . . ,K) do:23
i. Draw p˜i as a sample from a uniform distribution with support
[
0,min
(
1, exp
(
ln L(θ(i,k)|d) − ` + hi))].24
ii. Set [θ(i,k), pi(i,k)] = [θ(i,k), p˜i]25
5. Set m = i26
6. Estimate pΩ =
∏m
i=1 pi27
7. Evaluate the evidence cE = pΩ · exp (`)28
29
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Figure 4: The posterior probability Pr [L(θ|d)/Lmax ≥ b] is plotted for different values of b (for Example 2).
Results are shown for posterior samples obtained by means of repeated runs of aBUS with K = 102, K = 103
and K = 104, where K denotes the number of samples used in each level of SuS. The reference solution
is evaluated numerically by means of 6.5 · 107 statistically independent posterior samples obtained with
rejection sampling.
In a conventional reliability problem, one typically has limited knowledge about1
the shape of the failure domain. Contrary to that, in reliability problems that stem from2
BUS, one knows that for a fixed θ with associated likelihood L(θ|d), every value of3
pi ≤ cL(θ|d) lies in the failure domain. pi conditional on pi ≤ cL(θ|d) is uniformly4
distributed. At the intermediate levels of SuS, a sample [θ, pi] is in domain Zi if pi ≤5
cL(θ|d) exp(hi). Therefore, one can easily resample the component pi of sample [θ, pi].6
This is what is done in Step 4(e) of Algorithm (5).7
Step 4(e) in Algorithm (5) is a re-sampling strategy for pi that comes at no additional8
cost, because it does not involve additional evaluations of the likelihood function. Its9
particular appeal is that in the MCMC sampling procedure, each sample that is rejected10
means that an existing sample is duplicated. For example, with the target acceptance11
rate of αopt = 0.44 suggested in Section 3.4, on average 56% percent of all proposed12
samples are rejected. Thus, a considerable number of the generated samples will not13
be unique. Step 4(e) distributes the pi-components of all samples with the same θ14
uniformly on the interval
[
0,min
(
1, c · L(θ(i,k)|d) · exp(hi))]. This step is added to de-15
crease the dependency of the generated MCMC samples and, consequently, to possibly16
increase the overall performance of SuS within BUS.17
21
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4.3. Comments on the final value of c in aBUS1
The final value of c−1 = exp (`) in aBUS, corresponds to the largest likelihood2
observed during the simulation. Consequently, it is exp (`) ≤ Lmax. Asymptotically,3
exp (`) approaches Lmax for large K, but for finite K, exp (`) is very likely smaller than4
Lmax. However, this does not prevent aBUS from producing samples that follow the5
posterior distribution, as is explained in the following.6
The final c−1 = exp (`) in aBUS varies; it is a stochastic quantity that is equivalent7
to the largest likelihood value observed during the entire simulation. Let PL (L(θ)|d)8
denote the CDF of likelihood values evaluated for samples of the posterior distribu-9
tion. If aBUS produced independent posterior samples, the quantity c−1 would be a10
realization from a distribution that has CDF Pc−1 (c−1|d) =
(
PL
(
c−1|d
))K
.11
In the following, we show that the CDF PL (L(θ)|d) can be approximated well with12
posterior samples generated with aBUS. The decisive parameter in aBUS is the number13
K of samples employed in each level of SuS. For the method to generate posterior14
samples, K must be selected large enough such that the final K samples can propagate15
over the entire domain Ω. The bulk of the generated posterior samples will be in the16
”high probability region” of the posterior distribution – which does not necessarily17
mean that many samples will fall in the region that has large likelihood.18
We numerically investigate the distribution of likelihood values associated with the19
generated posterior samples for Example 2 that is described in detail in Section 5.2.20
This problem demonstrates numerically that the probability that we will observe a like-21
lihood value larger than 0.8 · Lmax in a set of 103 independent posterior samples is22
1 · 10−4 (see Table 1). Therefore, it is unlikely that the value of c−1 in aBUS is close23
to the theoretical Lmax for 103 generated samples. The Bayesian inference problem is24
solved with aBUS for K = 102, K = 103 and K = 104 samples per subset level. The25
reference distribution is obtained by means of rejection sampling and c = L−1max. The26
posterior probability Pr [L(θ|d)/Lmax ≥ b] estimated with aBUS and rejection sampling27
is depicted in Fig. 4 for different values of b and K (the definition of b is according to28
Section 5.1). For K = 102, the resulting posterior distribution of the likelihood values29
deviates from the reference solution. For K = 103, the resulting posterior distribution30
matches the reference solution well. Therefore, even if aBUS selects c−1 considerably31
22
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smaller than Lmax, the distribution of the likelihood values associated with the gener-1
ated posterior samples does not exhibit a relevant bias – provided that K is selected2
large enough. The performance of aBUS with respect to K is investigated in detail in3
Section 5.4
Note that the average number of likelihood function calls in aBUS is at most as5
large as in standard BUS-SuS. This is because c−1m ≤ Lmax in aBUS, whereas for BUS-6
SuS, c−1 ≥ Lmax is required. Thus, as pΩ is proportional to c−1, the average total7
number of subset levels required to solve the inference problem with aBUS is at most8
as large as the one of BUS-SuS. In addition, if the limit-state formulation given in9
Eq. (11) is used, the distribution of samples produced at the intermediate levels of SuS10
is invariant to the selected c – compare Section 4.1 and Eq. (16) in particular. The11
dependency of the generated samples tends to increase with increasing level in SuS.12
Thus, a smaller number of subset levels is preferable in BUS-SuS with respect to the13
statistics of the generated posterior samples. As a consequence, the aBUS algorithm14
should be preferred over standard BUS-SuS even if the theoretical maximum of the15
likelihood function is known in advance.16
5. Illustrative applications17
5.1. Definitions18
For the discussion of the problems, we introduce the following quantities:19
– b acts as a normalized version of c−1: Let b ∈ (0, 1] be defined as b = 1/(c ·Lmax);20
i.e., b = 1 ⇔ c−1 = Lmax and b = 0 ⇔ c−1 = 0. The performance of the21
investigated algorithm is assessed for different values of b.22
– b103,max represents the largest observed likelihood multiplied with c in a set of23
103 independent posterior samples. Note that b103,max is a stochastic quantity.24
– cE,ref denotes the actual value of the evidence of the investigated example. The25
quantity pΩ,ref is defined as pΩ,ref = cE,ref/Lmax.26
23
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– cˆE,K is the evidence estimated by the investigated algorithm based on K posterior
samples. The bias in the estimated evidence is denoted as:
bias
[
cˆE,K
]
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣E
[
cˆE,K
] − cE
cE
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (19)
The coefficient of variation of the estimated evidence is:
CoV
[
cˆE,K
]
=
σ
[
cˆE,K
]
E
[
cˆE,K
] (20)
– aK and sK denote the estimated mean and standard deviation of the first compo-
nent of the parameter vector in a set of K posterior samples. Note that aK and
sK are random variables for finite K. If the investigated algorithm produces pos-
terior samples, we have E[aK] = E[θ1|d] and E[sK] = σ[θ1|d]. If the generated
posterior samples are independent, then σ[aK] = 1√K · σ[θ1|d]. For dependent
samples, σ[aK] can be expressed as
σ[aK] =
√
1 + γ
K
· σ[θ1|d] (21)
where γ ≥ 0 quantifies the dependency of the generated samples.1
The bias in the estimated posterior mean and posterior standard deviation is de-2
fined as:3
bias [aK] =
∣∣∣∣∣∣E [aK] − E[θ1]E[θ1]
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (22)
bias [sK] =
∣∣∣∣∣∣E [sK] − σ[θ1]σ[θ1]
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (23)
- Neff is the number of effectively independent samples in the generated set of K
posterior samples (of the first component θ1). This quantity specifies how many
truly independent posterior samples of θ1 would give the same variance in the
sample mean as Var[aK] obtained by aBUS.
Neff =
(
E [sK]
σ [aK]
)2
=
K
1 + γ
(24)
Note that Neff can be interpreted as a measure for the dependency of the generated4
posterior samples; the smaller Neff the stronger the dependency. The definition5
24
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Table 1: Reference solution of the investigated examples.
Example 1a Example 1b Example 2 Example 3
cE,ref 6.16 · 10−3 2.36 · 10−6 1.00 · 10−6 1.52 · 10−3
Lmax 1.33 1.99 7.47 · 10−3 1.00
pΩ,ref 4.63 · 10−3 1.18 · 10−6 1.34 · 10−3 1.52 · 10−3
E[θ1] 2.75 4.81 0.34 1.12
σ[θ1] 0.287 0.196 0.51 0.66
E[b103 ,max] 1 1 0.46 0.999
Pr
[
b103 ,max > 0.8
]
1 1 1 · 10−4 1
Pr
[
b103 ,max < 0.99
]
10−37 10−32 1 1 · 10−4
Pr
[
b103 ,max < 0.999
]
5 · 10−12 1 · 10−10 1 0.38
of Neff is not unique. It can be defined for any component θi of the parameter1
vector θ, or for any function of θ.2
The expectations in Eqs. (19), (20), (22) and (23) are estimated by their corre-3
sponding sample averages through performing multiple runs of aBUS.4
5.2. Investigated examples5
– Example 1a: A one dimensional problem with a standard Normal prior. The6
uncertain parameter is denoted by θ. The likelihood of θ is a Normal distribution7
that has mean µl = 3 and standard deviation σl = 0.3. This problem has an8
analytical solution: the posterior distribution is Normal with mean and standard9
deviation of µl/
(
σ2l + 1
)
= 2.75 and 1/
√
1 + σ−2l = 0.287, respectively. The10
maximum of the likelihood is Lmax = 1/
(
σl
√
2pi
)
= 1.33. The evidence associ-11
ated with this example is cE,ref = ϕ
(
µl/
√
1 + σ2l
)
/
√
1 + σ2l = 6.16 · 10−3, where12
ϕ(·) is the PDF of the standard Normal distribution. Consequently, pΩ,ref of the13
rejection sampling algorithm is 4.63 · 10−3, if c = 1/Lmax.14
– Example 1b: The formulation of this problem is equivalent to Example 1a, with15
the only difference being that the likelihood function for θ has mean µl = 5 and16
standard deviation σl = 0.2. The posterior mean and standard deviation are 4.8117
25
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and 0.196, respectively. The evidence for this problem is cE,ref = 2.36 · 10−6.1
Consequently, pΩ,ref of the rejection sampling algorithm is 1.18 · 10−6, if c =2
1/Lmax and Lmax = 1.99.3
– Example 2: A 12-dimensional problem with prior
∏12
i=1 ϕ (θi), where ϕ(·) denotes4
the standard Normal PDF and θi is the ith component of the 12-dimensional5
parameter vector θ. The likelihood function of the problem is
∏12
i=1 ϕ
(
θi−µl
σl
)
/σl,6
with σl = 0.6. The value µl is chosen such that the evidence cE,ref becomes 10−6;7
i.e., µl = 0.462. The posterior mean and standard deviation of each component of8
θ are 0.34 and 0.51, respectively. The theoretical maximum that the likelihood9
function can take is Lmax =
(
0.6 · √2pi
)−12
= 7.47 · 10−3. Thus, pΩ,ref of the10
rejection sampling algorithm is 1.34 · 10−4, if c = 1/Lmax.11
– Example 3: A two-story frame structure represented as a two-degree-of-freedom12
shear building model is investigated. This example was originally discussed in13
[34]. BUS is applied in [16, 21] to solve this problem. The two stiffness coeffi-14
cients k1 (first story) and k2 (second story) of the model are considered uncertain.15
The uncertainty in k1 and k2 is expressed as k1 = θ1 · kn and k2 = θ2 · kn, where θ116
and θ2 are uncertain parameters and kn = 29.7·106N/m. The prior distributions of17
θ1 and θ2 are modeled as independent log-Normal distributions with modes 1.318
and 0.8 and standard deviation 1.0. The lumped story masses m1 (first story) and19
m2 (second story) are considered deterministic and have masses m1 = 16.5·103kg20
and m2 = 16.1·103kg. The influence of damping is neglected. Bayesian updating21
is performed based on the measured first two eigen-frequencies of the system:22
f˜1 = 3.13Hz and f˜2 = 9.83Hz. The likelihood of the problem is expressed as23
L(θ) = exp
(
−0.5 · J(θ)/σ2ε
)
, where σε = 1/16 and J(θ) =
∑2
j=1 λ
2
j
(
f 2j (θ)
f˜ 2j
− 1
)2
24
with λ1 = λ2 = 1 and f j(θ) as the jth eigen-frequency predicted by the model.25
The posterior distribution of this problem is bimodal [16, 34]. The reference ev-26
idence is: cE,ref = pΩ,ref = 1.52 · 10−3 (since Lmax = 1). Moreover, E[k1|d] = 1.1227
and σ[k1|d] = 0.66.28
The reference solutions of the presented examples are summarized in Table 1. In29
addition to the quantities cE,ref, Lmax, pΩ,ref , E[θ1|d] andσ[θ1|d], some statistics of quan-30
26
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(d) Example 3
Figure 5: Bias in the evidence estimated with aBUS for different pt and K.
tity b103,max are listed in the last four rows. The statistics for b103,max can be computed1
explicitly for Examples 1a, 1b and 2, and are evaluated numerically by solving the2
updating problem 7 · 105 times with the rejection sampling algorithm and K = 1033
in each run for Example 3. It is obvious that Example 2 differs from the other prob-4
lems with respect to the statistics of b103,max: For Example 2, E[b103,max] = 0.46 and5
Pr
[
b103,max > 0.8
]
= 1 · 10−4, whereas E[b103,max] ≈ 1 and Pr
[
b103,max > 0.8
]
= 1 for all6
other examples. Consequently, it is unlikely that a b103,max close to one will be observed7
in Example 2 in a set of 103 posterior samples.8
5.3. Performance of aBUS for different pt and K9
The performance of aBUS is assessed for different pt and K. The probability of the10
intermediate subsets pt is analyzed for values in [1%, 50%]. The number K of samples11
per level is modified between 102 and 105. Our aim is to determine which values of pt12
lead to a (near-)optimal performance for the investigated examples, where optimality13
is measured with respect to the number NM of total required model calls; i.e. NM is the14
total number of likelihood evaluations in SuS. For the MCMC sampling in the subset15
27
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Figure 6: Coefficient of variation of the evidence estimated with aBUS for different pt and K.
levels we employ Algorithm (3). The spread of the proposal distribution is modified1
during the simulation as described in Algorithm (4), with a target acceptance rate of2
αopt = 0.44.3
Fig. 5 presents the bias in the evidence estimated with aBUS (by means of measure4
bias
[
cˆE,K
]
introduced in Eq. (19)). The bias in the evidence decreases with an increas-5
ing number of samples per level in all investigated examples. We observe that pt = 10%6
is clearly not an optimal choice. Especially for K < 103, the bias is smaller for large7
pt than for small pt. An intermediate probability pt between 20% and 40% is a good8
choice for all investigated problems. Among all investigated examples, the largest bias9
is observed in Example 1b; the smallest bias is observed in Example 1a. This suggests10
that the bias in the evidence computed with aBUS (and probably BUS-SuS in general)11
increases with an increasing number of subset levels.12
Overall, the bias in the estimated evidence of aBUS is negligible compared to the13
coefficient of variation of the estimate. The coefficient of variation CoV
[
cˆE,K
]
in the14
estimated evidence is depicted in Fig. 6. The CoV
[
cˆE,K
]
decreases with an increasing15
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(d) Example 3
Figure 7: Bias in the mean of posterior samples generated with aBUS for different pt and K.
number of samples per level. For pt between 10% and 30%, aBUS performs robustly1
with respect to a fixed number NM of total model calls in all investigated examples.2
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 present the bias in the estimated mean and standard deviation of3
the posterior samples produced with aBUS. For K ≥ 5 · 102, the bias in both mean and4
standard deviation is smaller than 0.5% and is considered negligible.5
Finally, Fig. 9 summarizes the number Neff of effectively independent samples in6
the generated set of K posterior samples. Neff increases with increasing K. For a fixed7
number NM of total model calls, aBUS exhibits the best performance for pt = 10%.8
However, Neff is always considerably smaller than K. For K = 103 and pt = 10% we9
obtain only 210, 150, 70 and 20 effectively independent posterior samples in Example10
1a, 1b, 2 and 3, respectively. In particular, Neff ≈ 20 in Example 3 is a relatively small11
value. The poor performance in this example can be attributed to the bimodal shape of12
the posterior distribution: The standard deviation of quantity aK that governs Neff (see13
Eq. (24)) is relatively large in this example, because it is difficult for the intermediate14
samples in SuS to alternate between the two modes. If the fraction of samples in the15
29
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(d) Example 3
Figure 8: Bias in the standard deviation of posterior samples generated with aBUS for different pt and K.
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(d) Example 3
Figure 9: Number Neff of effectively independent samples obtained with aBUS for different pt and K.
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separate modes at initial subset levels is amiss, this error will likely propagate to the1
higher levels of SuS. However, Example 3 demonstrates also the flexibility of BUS-2
SuS based approaches: They are able to produce posterior samples even if the target3
distribution is multi-modal.4
To summarize the findings obtained in this section: The potential bias in the evi-5
dence estimated with aBUS is negligible compared to the variability of the estimate.6
Furthermore, the bias in the mean and standard deviation of posterior samples pro-7
duced with aBUS is insignificant for reasonable sample sizes. For the investigated8
examples, K ≥ 5 · 102 was large enough. However, as a general rule of thumb, the9
authors recommend to use at least 103 samples per level in SuS. Therefore, the param-10
eter pt of SuS should be selected such that for a given number K of posterior samples,11
Neff is maximized and CoV
[
cˆE,K
]
is minimized. Based on the investigated examples,12
we suggest using a value of pt = 10%, which provides a reasonable compromise for13
the performance with respect to Neff and the coefficient of variation of the estimated14
evidence.15
5.4. Performance of aBUS for different αopt and K16
In this study, we modify the target acceptance rate αopt of Algorithm (4) and the17
number K of samples per level: αopt is changed between 0.04 and 0.80, and K is18
modified between 102 and 105. Because the bias of aBUS for the estimated evidence,19
the posterior mean and the posterior standard deviation were found to be negligible20
in the previous study (Section 5.3), we only investigate the performance in terms of21
CoV
[
cˆE,K
]
and Neff . Again, we assess the performance of aBUS for combinations of22
αopt and K that result in the same number NM of total likelihood evaluations during23
SuS. In this study, the total number of required likelihood evaluations is approximately24
proportional to K. The probability of the intermediate subsets pt is kept constant at25
10%.26
The coefficient of variation of the evidence estimated with aBUS is shown in Fig. 1027
for different αopt and K. For fixed NM, a comparatively good performance is achieved28
for all investigated examples if αopt is selected between 0.4 and 0.6; where Example 1b29
favors slightly smaller αopt for large K and Example 3 favors slightly larger αopt. For30
31
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Figure 10: Coefficient of variation of the evidence estimated with aBUS for different αopt and K.
Example 1b that has the smallest pΩ amongst all investigated examples, the dependency1
of CoV
[
cˆE,K
]
on αopt is more pronounced than in the other problems.2
The number Neff of effectively independent posterior samples in the generated set of3
K posterior samples is depicted in Fig. 11. For Examples 1a, 1b and 2, aBUS exhibits4
a near-optimal performance for 0.3 ≤ αopt ≤ 0.5 (with respect to NM fixed). For5
Example 3, a slightly better performance is achieved for larger values of αopt; i.e. for6
αopt selected around 0.6. Again, it is evident that for Example 3, aBUS produces a7
relatively small Neff .8
In summary, the choice of αopt = 0.44 proposed in [32] for SuS works reasonably9
well for aBUS. The number Neff of effectively independent posterior samples in the10
generated set of K posterior samples depends strongly on the problem at hand.11
5.5. Performance in high dimensions12
The behavior of aBUS for a large number of uncertain parameters is studied by13
means of a numerical example, which was also used in [22]. The components {θi :14
i = 1, . . . ,M} of M-dimensional random vector θ are independent and have identical15
32
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(d) Example 3
Figure 11: Effective number Neff of independent samples obtained with aBUS for different αopt and K.
distributions. The prior PDF of θ is p(θ) =
∏M
i=1 ϕ(θi), where ϕ(·) is the PDF of the1
univariate standard Normal distribution. The likelihood of the problem is defined as2
L(θ|d) = 1
σε
ϕ
(
h(θ)−µε
σε
)
, with h(θ) = 1√
M
∑M
i=1 θi, µε = 4 and σε = 0.2. This problem3
can be solved analytically: The evidence cE = 1√
1+(σε)2
ϕ
(
µε√
1+(σε)2
)
= 1.785 · 10−4 is4
independent of M. The posterior mean and standard deviation of h(θ) is E[h(θ)|d] =5
µε/(σ2ε + 1) = 3.846 and σ[h(θ)|d] =
√
σ2ε/(σ2ε + 1) = 0.196, respectively. In this6
example, aK and sK are defined with respect to random quantity h(θ), and so is Neff.7
This is because the distribution of the individual components θi depends on the dimen-8
sion M, but the distribution of the average h(θ) does not depend on M.9
Results for various dimensions M are listed in Table 2. The results were obtained10
through repeated runs of aBUS with K = 103, pt = 10% and αopt = 0.44. The obtained11
results do not depend on the number of uncertain parameters in the problem. Only the12
bias in the evidence tends to increase slightly with increasing M.13
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Table 2: Statistics of the aBUS solution of the high-dimensional problem introduced in Section 5.5 for a
repeated number of simulation runs with K = 103, pt = 10% and αopt = 0.44 for various dimensions M.
M bias
[
cˆE,K
]
CoV
[
cˆE,K
]
bias [aK] bias [sK] Neff
1 1.8% 29% 10−4 10−3 176
2 1.8% 29% 10−4 10−3 176
10 1.9% 29% 10−4 10−3 179
102 2.1% 29% 10−4 10−3 176
103 2.3% 29% 10−4 10−3 175
104 1.2% 29% 10−4 10−3 171
105 4.0% 30% 10−4 10−3 170
6. Concluding remarks1
Bayesian Updating with Structural reliability methods (BUS) reinterprets the Bayesian2
updating problem as a structural reliability problem. The evidence for the model class3
based on the data is obtained as a by-product of BUS. The BUS-problem can be solved4
efficiently with Subset Simulation (SuS); a reliability method that can efficiently han-5
dle a large number of uncertain parameters and estimate very small probabilities. Thus,6
the combination of BUS with SuS (BUS-SuS) is ideally suited for inference problems7
with a large number of uncertain parameters to be learned. BUS-SuS is also suitable for8
inference problems where the model behind the likelihood function is computationally9
demanding, because BUS-SuS produces posterior samples with a reasonable number10
of total model calls. A limitation of BUS is the need to select a scaling parameter c11
prior to the analysis. On the one hand, c−1 must be larger than the maximum of the12
likelihood function. On the other hand, the larger c−1, the less efficient is the solution13
of the problem.14
In this paper, we propose an extended variant of BUS-SuS, termed aBUS, that does15
not require the choice of the scaling constant c. aBUS adaptively selects appropriate16
values for c−1. The method can be easily implemented in existing software packages17
that support SuS, because only slight modifications to the SuS implementation are nec-18
essary. We demonstrate with numerical examples that, for a reasonably large number19
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K of samples per level, aBUS produces samples that follow the posterior distribution –1
even if the constant c−1 in aBUS is found smaller than the maximum of the likelihood2
function.3
The average number of total likelihood evaluations required by aBUS is smaller4
than or equal to the one required by standard BUS-SuS with fixed c because aBUS5
needs at most as many subset levels as BUS-SuS. Moreover, for the particular limit-6
state function applied within aBUS in this contribution, the distribution of the samples7
at the intermediate levels of SuS is invariant to the selected c. This means that aBUS8
and BUS-SuS essentially differ in their respective stopping criteria – but not in the9
intermediate sampling procedure. Because aBUS can stop before BUS-SuS but not10
later, and given that the dependency of the produced samples in SuS increases with the11
required intermediate levels, we suggest using aBUS instead of BUS-SuS even if the12
theoretical maximum of the likelihood function is known.13
For SuS, the probability of the intermediate levels needs to be specified. Our nu-14
merical investigations show that for aBUS the commonly used conditional probability15
of pt = 10% for the intermediate levels is close to the optimum in many cases. Addi-16
tionally, a good value of the target acceptance rate of the MCMC sampling procedure17
for optimizing the spread of the proposal distribution is αopt = 0.44, as originally pro-18
posed in [32] for reliability analysis.19
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